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From the desk of the Secretary
It’s time now to talk about our achievements, successes, challenges what we experienced last year. Indeed a
continuation of the projects poses a compelling ground to reiterate the actions, yet SPAN do have certain
programmatic priorities that need not be undermined.
Over viewing the implementation of Right to Education in around hundred schools spread over our
operational area has been one of the major activities that our volunteers and members took extra initiative.
Ensuring children’s right to protection including stopping corporal punishment at all the places and
trafficking, especially in Jalpaiguri tea garden areas has been an area of overarching magnanimity and special
emphasis. SPAN in its areas has very successfully focused to become a part in the process of developing the
ward level (in the urban) and village level child protection committee, which was being initiated through
District level Child Protection Societies under the integrated child protection scheme (ICPS).
A substantial investment of quality time and other resource is pumped in to arrest drop out through building
an environment of quality teaching-learning, both in schools and out of schools, enhance the employability
of education through vocational training, personality grooming and job placement. Further to this the youth
accountability their participation in governance have added flavor to the whole initiative of “Youth
Development Programme”.
‘Narisakti’, one of the prime initiatives of SPAN to assist the women from disadvantaged background to
assert their dignity, solidarity and identity in respect to their social, economic and human rights perspectives,
has had their activities around strengthening the organizational base, expanding their horizon of knowledge
and information and stimulate the gender aspect in the labour, governance and organization.
Organising livelihood of the minority, tribals and Dalits is itself a challenge when agriculture is narrowed
down as a secondary source of economy, particularly in the cases where the landholdings are small or for
those who are landless. While such farmers migrate even to other states in search of livelihood, their
participation in the local governance is few and far between. Hence, the challenge remains to see the
required changes in the social sector, which is by far being dominated by the old customs and culture.
SPAN’s endeavor, however, has always been to make all those said earlier effective including the gender
aspect of the labour and other social sectors.
However all these aspects are illustrated in the following pages of this Annual Report to give you the idea of
how SPAN matters in the direction of the required changes.
I feel indebted and thankful to TDH, Kindermissionwerk, Action Aid and MISEREOR for their support. We owe
to the District Administrations, Blocks, Panchayats, Municipalities in Kolkata, North 24 Parganas, Birbhum,
Bankura, Murshidabad and Jalpaiguri for their cooperation and support in every way. It would not be full and
complete until I must say that the relentless commitment and determination only paved the way of SPAN to
success.
I stop here for the time being and look forward to even greater support and also to make new friends and
partnership in the process.

Prabir Basu
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The Focus
SPAN’s focused areas of engagement are (1) Child rights with special focus on the protection, education and
participation of urban and rural children having their life and interest taken in consideration, (2) youth led
development projecting their increased capacity to participate through education, skill and economic
sustainability, (3) gender as a cross cutting aspect, women assume responsibility and accountability to
become more and more visible in the social sector engagement, economic ventures and political
participation having understood reproductive rights and define their new role, (5) child budget analysis, and
(6) community managed livelihood resource support (CMLRS) impacting the way of life amongst the rural
populace.
SPAN came into being in 1989 working with the issues of children of migrant and displaced population. It
gradually expanded to STs, SCs and minority groups who due to insipid livelihood practices leaving their
children in situation of gross violation of rights.
Recognising the prerogatives and concerns of such sections of population SPAN endeavoured to work on
child rights holistically. Thus it also work to create an enabling situation where people will participate and
organise initiatives to find an answer to their local problems by way of creating alternative model against the
existing development process which apparently have failed to respond peoples’ need and aspiration.
Internalising the findings which is experience based it was perceived that unless the overall well-being of
children, youth and women are seriously addressed in real terms no lasting social change for the better can
be effected.

Children
Thus the rights perspectives in parity with the UNCRC and Constitutional provisions were referred to locate
the children’s needs to ensure children’s right to survival, protection, development and participation both in
the urban and rural set up.
SPAN does policy level advocacy both at state and national level by being involved with CACL (Campaign
Against Child Labour), NCPCR (National Commission for Protection of Child Rights) and now NACG (National
Action Coordination Group) and National and State Right to Education Forum.
Children have the right to participation according to their age and maturity. SPAN facilitates platform for
children for their informed and willing participation. It led Children’s Alternative report on the
implementation of UNCRC.
SPAN does the child budget analysis since last six years. It works as resource organisation both for
Government and NGOs.

Youth
Young aged 15 to 24 are 1.2 billion of the world’s human capital. Young people have an important role and
according to the declaration of Agenda 21 adopted at the 1992 United Nations Conference.
SPAN commissions a youth mapping study. The study assesses current approaches to youth within its policy
and programming and finds that there is a need to address youth issues.
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SPAN envisages a youth led development, an approach which is driven and guided by young people that
draws upon their energy, development creativity and skills to create positive change.
The study advocates that development assistance should work for the benefit of youth (as target
beneficiaries), with youth as partners, and be shaped by youth as leaders. This is an assets approach to
youth participation in development.

Gender
One of the articles of the CEDAW (Article 11) states that “ States / Parties shall take all appropriate measures
to eliminate discrimination against women in the field of employment in order to ensure (a) The right to
work as an inalienable right of all human beings; ( b) the right to the same employment opportunities,
including the application of the same criteria for selection in matters of employment…(f) the right to
protection of health and to safety in working conditions, including the safeguarding of the function of
reproduction.”
Narishakti (women power) is the expression of women as federation in the districts of Bankura, Birbhum,
murshidabad and North 24 Parganas. It actually ensures the gender aspects in its own development
framework and also in the State development programme.
It also works in strengthening any organisations including Self Help Groups (SHGs) in the areas of
entrepreneurship, leadership and accountability as an agency of their own.

Working Model
Considering the social and economic backwardness our working area falls in the following locations in West
Bengal both in the urban and in the rural settings.
District
Location
Ward no Municipality Block
GP
Kolkata
Belgachhia
3
Basanti Colony
29
North 24
Promodnagar &
South Dum
Parganas
Bediapara
Dum
Baranagar
Kamarhati
Titagarh
Barakpur
South 24
Basanti Colony
5
Parganas
Murshidabad
Sagardighi
10
Nabagram
Bankura
Khatra I
10
Hirbandh
Purulia
Bandwan
5
Birbhum
Rajnagar
10
Md. Bazar
Jalpaiguri
Meteli
25 tea gardens
Nagrakata
in 10 GPs
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In all these areas and locations SPAN interpolates between implementation of Right to Education (RTE),
CLPRA, JJ Act, ICPS, CMA, POCSO, PWD and child labour, child marriage, disabled children, child trafficking
and missing and out of school children towards rehabilitation, networking and advocacy actions.
Anandadhara (stream of Joy), primarily a resource centre and also a model regular school wherein around
600 children from a very marginalised section of population come to access formal education in the first
place. A critical pedagogy, tailor-made, child-centred and contextual; guarantees retention and quality to
help children to enrol successively in the full-time Govt schools.

Children
Children part of the project of mainstreaming in the urban slums is mainly drop outs and their parents are
working as daily labour or temporary worker. Thus the economic instability eats up their prime time,
resource and energy leaving the children uncared for. Children are identified as per the criteria, so that the
most difficult children get the opportunity to access their rights.

Selection criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

BPL family
Drop out from school
Child labour
Unorganized labour sector family
Income below 3000/ month
Single parents
Physically challenge
First generation learner

Under education children in 2015
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Area

Age

Pramodnagar
Basanti
Kamarhati
Belgachia
Bediapara

15-18
15-18
15-18
15-18
15-18

Total
Sex
number of
direct
beneficiaries
Male
27
09
15
05
33
10
28
08
14
05
117
37

Education
Level

Female
18
10
23
20
09
80

Indirect
beneficiaries

Drop out befor Gardians,
10thstanderd
Other drop
out children
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Under Vocational Training children in 2015

Area

Age

Pramodnagar
Basanti
Kamarhati
Belgachia
Bediapara

18-25
18-25
18-25
18-25
18-25

Total number
of
direct
beneficiaries
71
10
59
46
12
198

Sex
Male
41
03
29
20
05
98

Female
30
07
30
26
07
100

Education
Level
10thstanderd
pass

Indirect
beneficiaries
Gardians,
Other drop out
children

Student’s council taking lead role in the process
The objective of the Student Council is to spread the need for education among the youth in their
community and encourage out of school youth to complete their education.
The idea behind formation of a student’s is that of a platform where the students can share their problems,
feedback about the classes, teachers, course etc. Every student is part of this body. The body meets once in
a month and there are 4 elected members from every council. These members bring in the minutes of the
meetings to the board of the organization and seek feedback, which they again goes back and shares in the
next meeting.
Some of the present actions of the body also have been,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Selection of new students
Planning of campaign in the area to let other students know about the program
Workshops they want from the organization as an additional knowledge
Feedback of the classes, students etc.

The council sits every month deciding on the activities for the month and also discussing the above
mentioned issues
Student’s council are the forum that
practically ensures their expressing
opinion upon anything that is related to
their ongoing process of learning and
participating in the children’s club and
youth councils that adeptly design their
check
on
accountability
through
understanding of rights and life skill
training/personality grooming. In all the
areas student’s councils is so active that
the quality aspects of learning outcome is
well cared as well as the participation of
the students in many training, workshops,
exposures and projects undertaking have
been ensured.
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Poster making by the children of Kamarhati

A poster making competition on child rightson22.8.15
A poster making competition on child rights had been took place at Kamarhati on 22nd of August. It is also
the follow up of last month's children work shop where we had discussed about child rights. The children are
now about their rights. The children had made posters with different rights12 children had participated in the
event. It had been a great time for the children. They are very much enjoyed the program.
The children have drawn the rights with pictures what hit them very much accordingly. After the program
they had been told about their rights.
The outcome of the program is that the children group is now very much known about their rights and they
could question if their rights would be violated.
Community meeting at Chaimath
One of the most vulnerable and neglected areas in Titagarh
is Chaimath. It has much black history in past like, child
trafficking. Most of the people of Chaimath are BPL. I with
my Youth Brigade sat together to build strategies for the
social development of local Youths and Children’s. Also we
hosted our flag on 15th august at Chaimath not in our centre.
We organize a quiz competition; go as u like, and other
programs. Coz we thought we can go near to them when we
will work and be with them.
Now there is 50 children is coming to Chaimath club to
study. It’s a huge in number and a great achievement to us.
Coz most of them were child labor, Worked for his/her
family, and for a piece of chocolate in the garbage.
On 28th august we organize a community meeting on
Chaimath to let everyone know about our NYRC, SPAN and
the course and facilities we provide. Also we had a plan to
find out drop out. We could locate some girls who are doing
nothing. They interested in beautician training. Some of the
youths were feeling shy to come in front of us. So we told
them we will be present 10 days from now on as a NYRC
INFORMATION CENTRE.
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Working with the schools
Schools which have potential drop out children in
the project areas were identified as a part of the
project and teachers were helped to plan their
learning
process
through
interesting
methodologies.
6 schools have been worked with in the 3 project
area. These schools are identified on the basis of
the following survey on,





Number of total students
Rate of irregularity among students
Number of teachers
Nature of class teachings etc.

Some of the reason which was observed for the
irregularity of such children in the schools was as
follows.
 Corporal punishment
 School being a bit far from home any
many times, parents could not give time
to bring them to school
 Teacher’s non – willingness to give
attention to the weaker students
 Insensitiveness of parents towards
education – forcing children to help at
home than waste time doing homework
etc.
Thus, training was also organized at the teacher’s
level on the following topics and there was a
continuation of the same throughout the project
period. Follow up of the same was taken from the
students in relation to the issues they brought
out as reasons of dropping out of school.





Right to free and Compulsory Act
Child rights
Teaching learning Materials and how to use them for each subjects
Art of feedback after every class, which gives the children to express their views on the class as well
as teacher, gets an idea of how much the students learnt from the session.

This training was not a one day programme, but is a continuous process, which saw the following
 Follow up training – where the teachers practiced the subjects learnt in the training in their classes
and have some experiences and shared the same for further assistance
7
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 New issues – while practicing the process learnt, teachers faced some problems too, which helped
them identify next level of training. For example, one such next level of training was on how to
maintain proper discipline of students without corporal punishment.
SPAN believes to help the teachers also learn the concept of innovative learning by taking classes, which the
teachers of the school observes and learns.
Anandadhara (stream of Joy), primarily a resource centre and also a model regular school wherein around
600 children from a very marginalised section of population come to access formal education in the first
place. A critical pedagogy, tailor-made, child-centred and contextual; guarantees retention and quality to
help children to enrol successively in the full-time Govt schools. Children continue education and join
children groups, become informed, and protagonist of their rights.
Anandadhara is a project of SPAN since 2002 that bridges access, retention and the qualitative parts of
education to the public education system. Anandadhara has a primary school cum child and youth resource
centre which is running from its own premise of a four storied building comprised of 25 rooms in South
Dumdum municipal area.
In Anandadhara numbers of interlinked education programmes for deprived children is going on. The
Primary section is available for the children of Nursery level to standard IV, which has 18 sections covering
518 children of socially and economically deprived families at present, i.e. in 2015. The following table
summarizes the coverage of ANANDADHARA PRIMARY SECTION.
Standard

Number of Children
Girls
Boys
Total
Nursery
35
38
73
KG-I
45
44
89
KG-II
31
53
84
I
56
37
93
II
36
44
80
III
31
26
57
IV
25
17
42
TOTAL
259
259
518
Table 1: Total Coverage of Anandadhara in 2015
The coverage will be either same or more in the coming year, though there will be an obvious change in the
number of children in each grade as the children in a given grade in this year will be promoted to next
standard in 2016.
Since 2002 Anandadhara demonstrated an alternative way of popularizing school education for these
children of disadvantaged groups and community. And this is especially in reference to the fact that
Anandadhara could manage to build on a general consensus of the people of that area towards fulfilling the
child’s right to education in the primary level. The students after graduated from Anandadhara enter into
secondary school, public or private, and demonstrate their distinct qualities in terms of learning
achievements and co-scholastic skills. This established the credibility of Anandadhara as a quality knowledge
hub for children undoubtedly in the area. More recently, complying the Right to Education Act Anandadhara
got registered as an unaided private school under School Education Department of West Bengal
Government.
8
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Participation of Children and Children Platform
SPAN has taken children on board to hear them about their opinion on the various schemes and
programmes that somehow are impacting them either favourably or adversely and also to make them
informed adequately on these so that they could participate meaningfully in the process. Towards this end
SPAN took initiative to create platform for children for the informed and willing participation. The process
started in the slums of Kamarhati way back in 2004 which later took and shape of a vibrant children platform
under the banner of EK-SAATH club. The members of Ek-SAATH club have participated and expressed their
views in many state, national and international forum including WSF and ISF. They took part in drafting the
Children’s Alternative report on the implementation of UNCRC in India under the initiative of CACL. They
published their own magazine. This process latter replicated in Titagarh, Dum Dum, Basanti colony in the
urban areas and in the districts of Bankura, Jalpaiguri and Birbhum.
Name of the Place
Kamarhati
DumDum
Basanti Colony
Bankura
Birbhum
Jalpaiguri

No of groups
1
1
1
10
3
15

When formed
2004
2006
2015
2012
2014
2012

YOUTH
Youth considered as key breaking the cycle of poverty…………
1.
2.
3.
4.

Productive workforce that can make a sustainable contribution to India’s economic development
Strong and healthy generation equipped to take on future challenges
Participation in civic engagement at levels of Governance
Create equitable opportunity for all disadvantaged and marginalized youth.

Declaration based on the demands, by the committee members:
1. Build capacity and quality in terms of learning input and skill development through bringing up youth
views in different forums throughout the Nation
2. Awareness on policies, schemes and any enactments for every youth
3. Promote social entrepreneurship among every youth by providing economic opportunity for every
youth
4. Promote youth engagement in urban governance through,
 Create platform for engagement with youth
 Mainstream youth issues in the development process
 Formal youth organizations at the local and state levels
i. To motivate youths and community at the local and state levels
ii. Educate people with local and state realities
iii. Educate community about schemes and policies
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5. Use social media to increase the network (social media etc) and connect to other youths around the
World.

Youth Round Table Meet .Kolkata Chapter: 03.8.2015-04.08.2015

Youth roundtable meet, Kolkata chapter is a part of our large initiative Youth Led Development. In this 2
day’s program 6 different youth agency were present and share their views on different aspects. The
program aims on 3 main targets like 1.Where they want to see them after 1 year 2.What is the process? 3.
What support they want from SPAN.
This program aims to focus on the initiative” youth as partner”. The youths have made their own plan for
development. This program contained with 20 no of youth who have already shifted them from beneficiary
level to partnership level.
At the end of the program the youth agency have submit their plan and made a joint forum that will work
together in the future course.
Organise youth as child rights defenders
Along with working directly with children SPAN always worked with local level duty bearers to create a
conducive environment for child rights. They were the community youth, parents, school teachers, Ward
Committee, Self Help Group Members and Municipality. SPAN worked very closely with them and regularly
informs them about the laws and acts of the country for the protection and development of the children and
helped them to find their role in ensuring child rights. But during the course of its work SPAN found the
youth very close to the children and started believing that youth could be the true guardian for children in
long run. SPAN started forming youth organisation on the issue of youth as well as children. Now SPAN can
see active youth organisation in three slum areas of North 24 Parganas and few villages of Bankura and
Jalpaigury. These organisations and working on the issue of youth, issue of children and the issue of
environment. They are in true sense now facilitating the Children organisation in the community and have all
the potential to take this forward in long run.
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Surokshito Shaishab – Facilitating Protection Net for Children at District Level
SPAN started working towards ensuring the protection of children at district level particularly by facilitating
and strengthening community based child protection mechanism as well as district child protection system
in meeting standards specified under the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection for Children) Act, 2000 and
Integrated Child Protection Scheme and also identifying the specific statement of need.
Towards this initial meeting with the NGOs, CWC, JJB, DCPS members and police were conducted in four
districts namely Jalpaiguri, Murshidabad, Birbhum and North 24 Parganas. SPAN also consucted the traqining
of police officials on child protection in the districts of Birbhum and North 24 Parganas. SPAN developed to
IEC materials in Bengali. One is for the Juvenile police officials describing in Bengali and in pictorial format
the responsibilities of juvenile police officers in specific categories of the violation of child protection.
Another material is a handbook in Bengali on child protection having all the related contact numbers of CWC
and JJB members and Labour inspectors for child labour cases.
SPAN presently also working on developing community based child protection mechanism by organising and
facilitating mainly youth organisation in the villages and slums. Presently these youth organisations are
visible in few villages of Jalpaiguri, Murshidabad and few slums of Kamarhati, Dum Dum and Barrackpur of
North 24 Parganas.
Ensuring Protection and rights of the most vulnerable children from the tea garden areas of Jalpaigury
Particularly in the tea garden areas of Jalpaigury the children are mostly vulnerable from the threat of
Trafficking, child labour, starvation and others. That is because of the closer of some teagarden and extreme
kind of labour exploitation where the government machineries most of the time fails to protect the children.
SPAN in this areas could able to build a vibrant, committed and capacitated youth platform ‘Koshish’ who
are now working as vanguard for this children. This youth, many of them are student and others are working
in different sectors are focussing particularly of the issue of Right to Education, Disability and trafficking
among the children.
They are all volunteers and works in their own and neighbouring villages on these issues.
Rescue and Rehabilitation of Trafficked Children
Surrounded by mountains, jungles and tea gardens the dooars region under Jalpaiguri district has been
reeling under increasing cases of human, especially child trafficking over the years. The main reason
behind this is the lack of the alternative employment opportunities and dismal livelihood condition in
the tea garden area. The daily wage of just Rs95 a tea worker earns after putting in hard labour of as
much as 14 hours is appalling, if not inhuman, and must be the least a labourer earns anywhere in India.
With a week’s earnings of Rs700-800, a tea garden worker must cater to his family’s needs, his children’s
studies, besides remaining prepared to contribute to social events, such as a wedding, a pooja or when
someone dies. Targeting families in distress, the traffickers lure the parents and also the adolescent
boys and girls for better job and take them to different cities. Delhi is the most popular destination in
this area. Delhi agents liaise with native of remote villages, mostly from the Dooars of Jalpaiguri, who, as
“Local agents, “carry out first step in the trafficking process. The agents identify underage girls and boys
from extremely poor families and lure them to the city with promise of good job. Once the girls are in
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the city, the agents sell them for about 5000-20000 Rs each to a domestic worker placement agency. The
agency then re-sells her to a family as domestic labour, charging between Rs. 50000-60000.
The youth Apex Body “KOUSHISH” promoted by SPAN in Meteli region has prioritized trafficking is one the
most burning issue that need to be taken care of by their organization. Several capacity building workshops
were held with them about the legal and administrative framework for rescue of trafficked children and also
to take measures for prevention.
KOUSHISH took several initiatives like sensitizing the local community and poanchayat for prevention of
trafficking. They also took a stock of the situation by enumerating children on the area which revealed that
173 numbers of children are missing in that area. With the help of SPAN they initiated a rescue process and
till now 13 children are rescued. All the children are being reintegrated with their families and also reenrolled in the school as a measure of rehabilitation.

Fellowship
A fellows’ meet had been organized on 27.08.2015 at Ankur centre Pramodnagar with 15 fellows who have
been a part of our direct change agent with development initiative and fellow guiding committee. This meet
have organized after every 45 days work progress. The fellows present their progression and the fellow
guiding committee had guided them for the further plan. They have also presented their upcoming plan of
action and the work already done. The fellows have different projects like drop out children mainstreaming,
child labour eradication, save water & hygiene, early marriage prevention, promotion of values and beliefs,
career counseling of youths etc.
All the fellows have critically analyzed their progression and would be met again after 45 days with their
updates.

Mobilizing youth
Youth form an integral part of any society and are an
essential part of the development process. India is a
‘young’ nation. As per Census of India 2001, the size of
youth population in the country is 422.3 million, with
219 million males and 203 million females comprising
of above 41 percent of the total Indian population.
(Source: National Youth Policy, 2012)
But one could only find youth participation in true
sense, in political party meetings etc. These platforms
do not serve the true meaning of participation and
mainly take support of the youths either in organizing
the meetings, rallies or mobilizing people for the same.
Thus, the organization felt a strong need to work with the youth members to strengthen their understanding
of everything around them to develop as an informed citizen of the nation, contributing to its development,
since India is going to see a huge young population in the coming years.
12
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The methods through which the organization mobilized the youths in the 3 communities of the project were
as follows.
1. Community meetings and campaigns – through this method the organization pulled out the need of
the youths in the community
2. Formation of youth resource centre within the community – understanding the need of the youths
of the community, the organization established a youth resource centre, which would cater to the
needs of the youth of the community. Some of the support extended by the organization, based on
the needs expressed by the youths were,
 Information on the jobs, scholarships, higher education scope, vocational training
information etc
 Workshops and training on personality development, job preparedness etc
 Placement support after training
 Camps, exposure visits etc
3. Leadership building process among the youth – this was done through various workshops, exposures
of the youth in various area and state level programs etc.
4. Structuring the youth group – this was
done when the youth themselves
realized the need of the constitution;
committee and then they formed their
own youth centre constitution.
5. Student council - The idea behind
formation of a student’s is that of a
platform where the students can share
their problems, feedback about the
classes, teachers, course etc. Every
student is part of this body. The body
meets once in a month and there are 4
elected members from every council.
These members bring in the minutes of the meetings to the board of the organization and seek
feedback, which they again goes back and shares in the next meeting.
Some of the present actions of the body also have been,




Selection of new students
Planning of campaign in the area to let other students know about the program
Bringing fourth the requirement of their centre to the organization member’s notice
etc.
6. Alumni group formation of the past youth members - Youth members passing out of SPAN are made
part of the alumni team of the organization. This team meets once in alternative months and shares
their experiences, any new job information and about any other information that will help them in
their lives. There is presently 35 members’ part of the team. The other members are not able to
come on regular intervals for the meetings.
A detail of each of these above mentioned activities are det ailed in the following part of the report.
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Community Based Youth Resource Centers
Community based youth resource centers with the main concept of coming together, learning together,
sharing together and getting empowered in the process.
Each of these centers have an approximate of 60 to 80 members presently, with 50 members participating
actively while the others participate in activity based, since they are working. It is a mixed group of college
going, open school students, high school students, girls and boys etc.
The youth center now also has a constitution stating
their functioning. On the basis of the constitution, all
the 3 centers went through election process after
every 6 months, where each member of the center
elected their own. Before the election process,
members review the present committee and give
their feedback and on the basis of the feedback, a
new member is selected or present members are
allowed to serve another 6 months period. Following
are the elected member’s post and their
responsibilities as decided by the youth members
themselves.
 President – will look into the overall functioning of the centre as well as the performance of
his/her team.
 Vice president – assist the president
 Programme manager – organizing meetings, workshops, exposure visits etc.
 Assistant programme manager – assist the programme manager
 Cultural secretary – any cultural event, or day observation and planning and execution of
the programme successfully
 Assistant cultural secretary – assist the cultural secretary
 Treasurer – keeping and maintaining record of stalk as well the fund (a concept of welfare
fund is decided to taken from all members on monthly basis. The amount is Rs 5 per
member, per month. This will be
utilized for the benefit of the centre
and also for any youth who needs loan
etc) and expense details (maintain in
register)
 Assistant treasurer – assisting the
treasurer.
There is a monthly meeting of the elected members in
which they review their last month activities and also
plan for the coming month. Soon after this meeting,
they hold a meeting of the entire youth group in which
they share their plan to the entire group and take their feedback on the plan and finalize the plan.
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Motivational training for the youth members
SPAN observes youth as partners to
developmental change in the society and nation
as large. Therefore having being thought that, a
lot of motivation and guidance need to be
delivered to this group. One such process is,
motivational training for the youth members.
To keep pace with the motivation of the youth
members, SPAN provides different sharing
platforms, from which the youth members
learn, like workshops on,
 Scholarships and various job
opportunities
 National youth policy
 Local governance systems
 Emergency help lines (Government) in case of protection (adolescent girls, children, old
people etc).
Apart of the above mentioned motivational efforts, the
organization also organizes various light activities which would
benefit the youth members. Some of these are,
1. Movie – ‘Life of Pie’ was screened for the youth
members of all the 3 youth centres. After the screening
of the same, the members were asked to share what
they felt about the movie and do they find any learning
from the film or did any part of the movie relate to any
incident of their lives.
Experiences related to mal-treatment of neighbours, parents etc
were shared by the youth members. Other than this, they
shared one incident which they can never forget in their entire
life or rather which left an impact in their life.
The main idea behind this film screening was to give the youth a
different exposure altogether, apart from regular training and
workshops. Basically to cater to the idea behind the formation of the youth centre, that it will give exposures
of varied nature to the youths.
2. An evening sharing with a personality to motivate the youths – The concept of this interaction
process was to motivate the youths to have a vision for their future in respect to job, education etc.
Having thought so, two personalities, were invited to share about their lives and have an evening
chat with the members with tea. This had encouraged many youth members to re – think about
getting married early, continuing education, taking some training and supporting their future and
15
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their family too. Meeting of these sorts were arranged twice during the reporting period and proved
beneficial too. After these meetings, youths were found to become more serious to their lives,
education etc.
3. Visit to a place together – exposure visit
have been organized for the youth to Birla
Planetarium, Birla technological institute,
Book fair, Town hall (to know the history of
Kolkata) etc.

Unorganised Labour in the
coverage areas………………………….
In the four municipalities data of 2007 unorganised
workers was collected in prescribed format to map
the unorganised labour sectors in the urban areas.
The data was collected in prescribed format on their family condition, condition of habitation, occupation
and income, and their access to the different government schemes. A brief summary of the data collected is
given below.
Municipality

South Dum Dum
Baranagar
Titagarh
Barrackpore
Total

Number of
unorganised workers
covered in the survey
500
506
500
501
2007

Number of Domestic
workers

Number of workers in
other occupation

156
103
117
183
559

344
403
383
318
1448

Building Organisation of women unorganised workers in the community:
The domestic workers were organised around their issues of recognition as workers, wages, facilities and
other securities in the name of “Paschim Banga, Paricharika Samity (PGPS). But as women and citizen they
had their mother organisation called “Nari Sakti” since more than a decade. Major strategy of the project
was to consolidate both the organisations around the issues mentioned. Towards this strategy the women
unorganised workers both in urban and rural areas and women of Self Help Groups formed build their
organisation under the name of ‘NARI-SHAKTI’ in 8 slums and six districts in West Bengal. The organisation
are practicing the following things:
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Accepting membership in prescribed forms.
Raising regular membership subscription.
Organisation meeting at every month on a scheduled date and at a scheduled venue.
Discussing issues related to their occupation, citizenship entitlement, women rights and children
issues.
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Taking programes like membership collection, street meeting, leaflet distribution onthere demand,
etc.

3rd Zonal Convention of Nari-Shakti
NARI-SHAKTI already organised it’s 3rd convention in 2015 at NAzrul Mancha, Kamarhati and South Dum
Dum Municipality. Where among others the noted Journalist Ms. Saswati Ghosh was present and
deliberated a talk addressing the members of Nari Sakti. 150 members of Nari-Shakti from four municipal
areas were participated in that convention where the following programs were taken by the organisation for
their future.






A demand paper of Domestic workers were discussed and finalised which tells about government
identity card, minimum wages, scheduled leaves, bonus provident fund, insurance and pensions for
domestic workers.
Increase of membership of Narishakti.
Submission of their demand paper to the government authority.
Fight of the rights of women and children particularly on the issue of domestic violence, early
marriage, child labour and Right to Education

The area wise status of membership of NARI-SHAKTI is given below
Municipality

Ward

Slum Pocket

Barrackpore

17
16
4
7
18
6
3
3

Manjoor Alam Basti
Ali Haidar Road
Bashbagan
Dhankheti Moholla
Manaranjan Roy Nagar
1 No. Rail Gate Colony
3 No Promodnagar
1No Promodnagar

Titagarh
Baranagar
South Dum Dum

Total

Total Number of
membership of NARISHAKTI
24
26
37
15
86
37
31
99
355

In 8 slums where Nari-Shakti is in plan altogether 27 women were identified as local leader of Narishakti who
are interested and vocal. They have participated in most of the programs of Narishakti and now taking lead
role in organising different activities

Narishakti on the issue of Domestic Workers
50 percent members of Narishakti is domestic worker and there Nari-Shakti always has a focus on the issue
of domestic workers. Nari-Shakti developed a demand paper for domestic workers and organising different
awareness meeting at community level on those demand. But Domestic workers need to organised further
under an union based on their occupation. There the domestic workers of Narishakti will join with ‘Pashchim
Banga Griha Paricharika Samiti’ and organise this samiti at their areas.
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Actions for mobilising and capacity building the unorganised workers
Small Group Meeting: In each of the targeted slum pockets small group meetings were organised to
mobilise women unorganised workers on their issues and for organisation building process. Small group
meeting were also organised for membership collection of Narishakti.
Interface meeting : Interface meeting was organised at ward level catering participants from different urban
slum pockets. The issue of the interface meeting was to discuss the issue of unorganised workers particularly
domestic workers, the available government schemes and acts for unorganised workers, the need of
organisation building to address the issue. Interface meetings were primarily for initiating the process of
organisation building. Afterwards the interface meeting were also a place to plan and review the actions
taken or will be taken by the community organisation to address the issue of unorganised workers. The brief
details of interface meeting were given below:
Municipality
South Dum Dum
Barrrakpore
Titagarh
Baranagar

Number of Interface meeting
4
2
2
2

average number of participants
70
105
50
57

Information Camp : Information Camps were organised to disseminate information about different
government schemes and citizenship entitlement focussed for the unorganised workers in the community or
in public place adjacent to the labour community. Information on the issue of unorganised workers, issues of
domestic workers, information on Ration Card, Voter Card, Sate assistant Scheme for Provident fund
(SASPFUW), etc.
Municipality

Number of Information Camp

South Dum Dum
Barrrakpore
Titagarh
Baranagar
Total

8
3
4
4
19

Total number of people
reached directly
592
229
292
294
1407

Capacity building of leaders : 35 labour leaders were identified from the communities of the four Municipal
areas who are also the present leader of Nari-Shakti. A capacity building workshop was organised with them
for two days. The workshop was mainly on the issue of unorganised labour and plan for the organisation
development of Nari-Shakti.

Progress made at the Formation and Action Level: VILLAGE COUNCIL
Village Council is a village based structure which was evolved through culmination of several issue based
working groups and also groups of Youth and Women promoted by SPAN and was working to improve the
delivery of services related to particular issues. All the issue based groups were not same in nature in all
districts as issues are distinct in each district and even for the common issues the dynamics are different in
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different districts, which impacted not only on the form and function, also on the effectiveness of the
organization, which is narrated in section 4 (the effects achieved by the project).
Context-specific Issue based Working Group and its function is the genesis of Village Council ---Working groups on Right to work and Food were active in all the districts in relation to realizing the
provisions under Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act and Food Security Act with
the understanding that these Acts are necessary but the provisions are not sufficient and inclusive so far
right to work and food is concern.
While working group on work and food functions in all district, Right to Forest group in Bankura and AntiHuman Trafficking group in Jalpaiguri are two distinct groups who were working particularly in these
districts. Women groups are functional in each district with a focus of addressing distinct gender issues and
also gender dimension in general development discourse while youth groups are engaged in addressing
issues related to children and youth rights.
It is evident that Issue based Working groups are instrumental in addressing the specific issue in a focused
way with needed statistics and analysis while a converging space is also needed where all the issue based
group can interact, find inter-linkages among the issues which will lead them to recognize the structural
causes of the problem. With this understanding among the people the VILLAGE COUNCIL has evolved as a
common forum of all the groups working in a particular village.
Changing Numbers of Village Council --During the reporting period Thirty one (31) new Village Councils have been evolved and added to the 42
number of councils as reported in the last reporting period. Following table depicts the district wise numbers
of councils.
Name of
District

Bankura
Jalpaiguri
Birbhum
Murshidabad
Total

the

Number of Village Council
Till Previous Reporting Period
(Sept,2013 – Aug,2014)
15
10
10
7
42

Current Reporting Period
(Sept,2014 – Feb 2015)
13
5
7
6
31

Cumulative Numbers
28
15
17
13
73

Increased Number of Apex Organization -Till previous reporting period three (3) Apex Body were formed while during this reporting period more
three (3) have been added to those. One of the Apex Organization in Rajnagar block under Birbhum which
was reported as RajnagarJeor Jeoun Kora-kuri Utnaow Rakab Committee in the last half yearly report was
renamed by the member as Rajnagar Astha Yuva Manch. Now the number of Apex body comes to Six in
three districts. In Murshidabad no Apex group has been evolved so far due to difference of opinion
negatively instigated by local politicians to resist larger alliance, but the process is going on which will, in
near future, bring positive outcomes. District specific status of Apex Organization is depicted in the following
table:
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District
Bankura
Jalpaiguri

Birbhum

Block
Hirbandh
Khatra
Meteli
Meteli
Mohammed Bazar
Rajnagar

Name of the Apex Organization
Bankura Adhikar Manch (Bankura Rights Forum)
Prerana (Youth Apex Body)
Koushish (Youth Apex Body)
Uttar Bangal Adivasi Vikash Parishad (North Bengal Tribal
Development Forum)
Mohammed Bazar Samaj Susar Samity
Rajnagar Astha Yuva Manch (Rajnagar Astha Youth Forum)

Exchange Workshop across the districts on MGNREGA and RTEA for better understanding of issues and
larger solidarity building --And next to that a larger exchange workshop was organized among the district leaders to enable them to
comprehend local variations in respect to issues, experiences and public policy and schemes. Two Acts such
as Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act and Right of Children for Free and
Compulsory Education Act were focused in the exchange workshop. This was actually a part of the process of
larger solidarity building across the state.
District-Specific Good Practice Sharing Workshop --A good practice sharing workshop was held with the
participation of Apex Organization members of all
districts. In this workshop Jalpaiguri districts shared
their good practice of mobilizing youth for
development and how the children’s survival,
development and protection issues deserved their
integration in the process of addressing livelihood
issues. Murshidabad and Birbhum districts shared their
good practices in terms of women’s active
participation in decision making at family, village as
well as public institution level while Bankura district
shared their good practices in relation to effective functioning of Village Council and their growing
recognition by the government departments. It was really a motivating and fruitful exercise for the members
as they opined. In practice also they started to translate their learning in their respective organization.
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Capacity Building of PRI – at a glance --Content

No.
of No.
of No. of Gram No. of
Training
Participants
Panchayat
District

73rd amendment of the Constitution and the 17
Role of Panchayats
Role of Panchayat as Peoples’ Institution in
Inclusive development
Bottom up Planning Process, People’s
Participation and Gram Sansad
Historical perspective of Women’s participation 4
in Politics
73rd Amendment and Vision for the Women
Gender and Governance

312

17

4

216

42
(not 4
restricted to
our
operational
GPs)

Campaign, Advocacy and networking
Along with its community level intervention and social mobilisation SPAN has taken very strong and bold
initiative in policy level advocacy, campaign and networking on child rights. SPAN become the state
convenor of CACL –Campaign Against Child Labour in the years of 2001 and since then it has successfully
established this campaign in the state of west Bengal by incorporating a large number NGOs of the state,
raising civil society voice of the issues and government initiative son child labour and right to education and
also formulate children platform in many areas of the state. Later SPAN has been selected as National
Convenor of CACL and from 2008 to 2013 it worked successfully at national level to take this campaign
forward particularly on the issue of fundamental right to education and demand of new law for total
eradication of child labour up to 18 years of age.
As the National convenor of CACL SPAN has taken lead role in facilitating the process of children’s alternative
report writing to UNCRC in the Eastern region of the country (West Bengal, Jharkhand, Bihar, Orissa). SPAN
was also a part of National Social Audit on implementation of the ban on the employment of children in
domestic work and hotels in 2009 which was successful in raising the gaps in implementation of CLPRA.
SPAN also organised on behalf of CACL National consultation on the amendment or repeal of CLPRA many a
times and submitted memorandum to the government to pass law for total eradication of child labour upto
their 18 years of age.
SPAN also become the member of National RTE forum and as well as West Bengal RTE Forum where the
organisation involved the RTE campaign in the state through complain lodging, stock taking and awareness
building initiatives. SPAN also worked along with National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR)
as a monitor of RTE implementation in the state and took lead in organising Public hearing on RTE
implementation in the state along with NCPCR and many eminent civil society organisations of West Bengal.
SPAN now working as the National Board member of NACG (National Action Coordination Group) under
SAIVAC (South Asian Initiative to end Violence Against Children) where it has the responsibility to lead NACG
on the theme of Child Labour.
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